cryostats. The half-cell test is
scheduled to commence in early
1987. Late in 1987, more full-scale
magnets will be produced and an
accelerated lifetime test will begin
at Brookhaven.
Based on a joint Berkeley /
Brookhaven / Fermilab design, the
magnet embodies a cold iron dipole wound with high homogeneity

niobium / titanium cable in a t w o layer coil of 4 0 mm inner diameter,
The coil is prestressed by a lami
nated stainless steel collar and
mounted in an iron yoke of outer
diameter 267 mm. The entire as
sembly is supported in a split and
welded stainless steel tube which
also serves as the helium contain
ment vessel. It benefits from ex

perience with t w o successful series
(18 magnets) of shorter (1 m and
4.5 m) model dipoles made at
Brookhaven and Berkeley.
In the meantime, the choice of
this design for the proposed SSC
has been underlined in the face of
strong lobbying by the Texas Ac
celerator Center for its 'superferric
design (see May issue, page 23).

European hadrons
The European Hadron Facility (EHF)
is a project for particle and nuclear
physics in the 1990s which would
consist of a fast cycling high inten
sity proton synchrotron of about
3 0 GeV primary energy and pro
viding a varied spectrum of intense
high quality secondary beams (po
larized protons, pions, muons,
kaons, antiprotons, neutrinos).
The physics case of this project
has been studied over the last t w o
/ears by a European group of par
ticle and nuclear physicists (EHF
Study Group), whilst the concep
tual design for the accelerator com
plex was worked out (and is still
being worked on) by an inter
national group of machine experts
(EHF Design Study Group). Both
aspects have been discussed in
recent years in a series of working
parties, topical seminars, and
workshops held in Freiburg,
Trieste, Heidelberg, Karlsruhe, Les
Rasses and Villigen. This long ser
ies of meetings culminated in the
International Conference on a Euro
pean Hadron Facility held in Mainz
from 1 0 - 1 4 March.
The conference was organized
by members of the Faculty of Phy
sics of Mainz' Johannes Gutenberg
University. It took place under the
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Schematic layout of the proposed European
Hadron Facility (EHF) in its 'green pasture'
version. The Booster and the Accumulator
would fit into the same 480 metre tunnel,
with the Main Ring and Stretcher in a longer

(960 metre) tunnel. The Linac and Booster
would be operated at a repetition rate of
25 Hz, the Main Ring at half this figure. EHF
would thus produce a primary proton beam
of 100 microamps (6 x 10 protons/s).
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For the secondary EHF beams which would
be operated in parallel, the MAXIM (Multiple
Achromatic Extraction of Independent
Momentum Beams) scheme^ of C. Tschalar
is a likely contender. These beams would
be in the Slow Extraction Hall marked on
the overall schema (page 13).

patronage of the University's pre
sident, and was sponsored by the
Federal German Ministry of Science
and Technology. The aims of the
conference w e r e : (1) t o review the
physics programme in both low
energy particle physics and in m o d 
ern nuclear physics w i t h non-nucleonic probes, with special em
phasis on interactions in the quark
confinement regime of quantum
chromodynamics (QCD); (2) to
announce the results of the EHF
Design Study Group on the accel
erator design, and t o prepare the
w a y for the project.
The scientific programme was
divided into sixteen review lectures
on various topics in particle and
nuclear physics, in close relation
t o the experimental possibilities
opened up by a hadron project
such as EHF, LAMPF II (Los Ala
mos), or Canada's K A O N , and into
five parallel sessions on nonperturbative methods in QCD (convener
D. Amati), meson and baryon
spectroscopy (E. Klempt), antiproton physics (P. Dal Piaz), mesons
n nuclei (M. G. Huber), and preci
sion experiments (E. Zavattini).
The results of these parallel w o r k 
ing sessions were reported by the
conveners in a plenary session
t o w a r d s the end of the conference
week.
The conference w a s opened by
N. Cabibbo (Rome) talking on
trends in particle physics. He
pointed out the threefold division
of present experiments into large
scale active experiments at collid
ers, the class of passive experi
ments (such as proton decay
searches and astrophysical obser
vations), and the experiments at
the precision frontier which will be
possible at new hadron machines.
The closing lecture by A . Faessler (Tubingen) was devoted t o per
spectives in nuclear physics in the
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light of EHF. This illustrated the
role such a facility could play in
European physics, providing a
bridge between nuclear and ele
mentary particle physics. In both
theory and experiment the t w o
disciplines recently have drawn
much closer.
Illustrating this, hadronic inter
actions in the quark confinement
regime were covered from the
point of view of particle physics
by J . Gasser (Bern) w h o talked on
chiral perturbation theory, by E. de
Rafael (Marseille) w h o discussed
weak interactions of hadrons, by
G. Karl (Guelph) w h o covered
meson and baryon spectroscopy
in the light of QCD, and by G. Preparata (Bari) w h o spoke on spin
physics at intermediate energies
and w h o defended unconventional,
non-perturbative approaches t o
QCD.
On the nuclear physics side, the
same general domain was taken
up by F. Lenz (SIN) and K. Yazaki
(Tokyo) w h o described possibilities
for uncovering gluonic degrees of
freedom in meson and baryon
states by exposing them t o nuclear
matter, and on unconventional
nuclear properties which arise f r o m
quark interactions. These contribu
tions illustrated vividly that even
though tools and methods may
sometimes be different the physics
aims are the same: a better under
standing and more rigorous testing
of quark interaction theory.
Hyperon-nucleon and hypernuclear physics, as well as the depen
dence of nucleon quark content
on its nuclear environment (the
EMC effect) are closely related to
this general theme of QCD at low
energies. These topics were dealt
w i t h by, respectively, V. Hepp
(Heidelberg), R. Bertini (Orsay), and
K. Rith (Heidelberg). G. Garvey (Los
Alamos) described possible w a y s

of obtaining new and complemen
tary information on the physics
behind the EMC effect.
Finally, the classical topic of rare
and ultrarare decays for whose
study EHF and its sister projects
are ideal, w a s covered by
L.S. Littenberg (Brookhaven) and
H.K. Walter (SIN).
F. Bradamante (Trieste), chair
man of the EHF Design Group, pre
sented the results of the three pre
vious machine workshops in the
form of a detailed proposal. This
foresees a set of five major c o m 
ponents: A 1.2 GeV linac; a
booster taking the beam to 9 GeV;
an accumulator in the same tunnel
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as the booster; the main synchro
tron taking the beam to the final
energy; followed by a stretcher
that fits into the same tunnel as
the main ring of circumference 9 6 0
m (any resemblance to existing
presently empty tunnels is not
unintentional). Bradamante pointed
out that earlier criticisms are no
longer valid. The price seems un
der control, the total investment
for a 'green pasture' version
amounting to about 8 7 0 million
Deutschmarks. A version using
existing facilities would be some-

what cheaper because some ex
penditure on buildings and general
infrastructure would be saved.
In his concluding remarks,
F. Scheck of Mainz, chairman of
the EHF Study Group, pointed out
that the physics case for EHF was
well demonstrated, that there was
a strong and competent European
physics community pushing for it,
and that there were good reasons
for building it in Europe. He also
described three site options: a
'green pasture' version in Italy; at
CERN using the now defunct ISR

tunnel (this would require comple
mentary funding beyond the normal
CERN budget); and at the Swiss
SIN Laboratory. Finally he pointed
out that it was really one large
community of future users, not
three, who were pushing for a
'kaon factory'. Whoever would be
first to obtain approval, the others
would beat a path to his door.
National decisions on the project
will be taken this year.
By Florian Scheck

A ZEUS group meeting, with spokesman
Gunter Wolf one step in front of the pack.
(Photo DESY)

The HERA electron-proton collider
now being built at the German
DESY Laboratory in Hamburg will
be a unique physics tool. Colliding
8 2 0 GeV protons with 3 0 GeV
electrons in a 6.3 km tunnel will
probe the structure of matter d o w n
to distances of 1 0
— a hundred
times finer than CERN's protonantiproton Collider.
Electron probes have a tradition
of opening up new physics fron
tiers — the Franck and Hertz inves
tigations which revealed details of
atomic structure; Hofstadter's
studies at Stanford which saw the
structure of the nucleus; and the
experiments at the Stanford linac
in the late sixties which showed
that the nucleon too had a struc
ture. Will HERA be able to find a
deeper layer in the structure of
matter?
In addition, the machine will be
able to explore particle interactions
under new conditions, and will
supply physics insights comple- 1 8
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mentary to those from CERN's LEP
electron-positron Collider.
Construction of detectors for
HERA is a new challenge. A s well
as having to measure particles and

jets of particles with precision at
up to very high energies, the large
momentum imbalance between
the colliding protons and electrons
means that most of the emerging
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